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Chief among, the- industrial minerals
em boundary seems to have been split
bituin twain, one portion extending down will be classed "the great deposits of
in
found
coal
anthracite
and
upon the western side of t he Rio Grande minous
A Country Vast in Natural Wealth
through the counties of Rio Arriba, Ber- - various localities throughout the territory
and Possibilities.
alillo, Socorro, Sierra and Grant; lying of New Mexico. Bituminous coal is
east of the Rio Grande and extending found in large bodies in the counties of
Something about the Territory of New through the counties of Colfax, Taos, Colfax, San Juan, Rio Arriba, Santa Fe,
Told at the IrriMexico
Santa Fe, Bernalillo, Socorro, Valencia, Bernalillo, Valencia, Socorro, Lincoln
gation. Convention.
Lincoln and Dona Ana. Large portions and Grant, while in the county of Santa
of these mountain ranges are covered Fe there is to be found the only large
One of the best addresses descriptive
with a heavy growth of timber, pine, body of anthracite coal in the United
of the Territory ever delivered was that
spruce, ceder and pi non, which exist in States west of the Allegheny mountains.
by Governor Thornton at the Irrigation
large bodies, while the quaking ash, Cot
Gypsum is found in the southern porConvention at Albuquerque last week. tonwood, maple and oak are found in
tion of Santa Fe county, and in several
Some extracts follow :
different localities.
other portions of New Mexico large deIt is also uniqe as, while being the
;
Humbolt, the great geologist, who is posits of this mineral are known to exist
oldest of all the territories, we hope that,
working
and
development
the
From
men
other
as
aid to have read nature
in the early future, it will be the young
we
books, once declared that the wealth of these immense minerial resources,
read
doof
vast
a
has
est nil the states. It
populavast
a
see
to
in
the future
of the world would some day be found in hope
main, having an average breath of 325
tion the consumers of our farm products,
of Arizona and New Mex
mountains
the
miles, a length upon its eastern border
labor- ico. The result of recent investigation who will furnish a market for the
of 349 miles, and upon its western bor
irrigation.
tends to prove the truth of this assertion, ers in agriculture and
der of 390 miles. It is only exceeded in
Passing from the mineral resources of
for almost every portion of the great
area bv three states, Texas, California
mountain range has been found to be the territory, I desire to call your attenand Montana.
tion a few moments to the great natural
rich in mineral wealth..
Of this vast domain, it is estimated
wealth of New Mexico as an agricultural
that the land giants cover over 19,180,- - The gold, silver and lead mines found
country. I have already called your
in
Rio
Bonito,
on
Oaks
and
the
884 acres; the Atlantic & Pacific railroad at White
attention to the fact that New Mexico
grant, 2,349,880; Indian reservations, Lincoln county ; at Los Cerrillos, Dolores,
Fe is crossed from north to south, upon
2,832,205; military reservations, 134,952; San Pedro and other points in Santa
either side of the Rio Grande, by the
government hind entered, 2,908,932 county; in the Black Range, Magdalena
Rocky mountain range, which divides
in
Socorro
mountians
Socorro
total, 27,406,823, leaving as public lands and the
it into four great basins or water sheds,
and now available for entry under the countv; at Kingston, Hillsboro, Lake
through which flow streams carrying
homestead, desert land, preemption and Valley and other pointa in Sierra county ;
large bodies of water.
Altos,
mineral laws of the United States, 51, at Cook's Peak, Silver City, Pinos
in
camps
dozen
other
To these streams and adjacent plains,
a
and
Central
City
376,442 acres.
; at Aztec, the Moreno val
we
must look for the agricultural pros
county
Grant
No state or territory in the Union
county,
Colfax
of the future, for rich as are tho
in
ley
points
other
and
perity
undeveloped
re
possesses more natural
of
Hill
camps
Gold
mineral resorces of our mountains, it is
sources. Within our mountains is found and in the Organ and
known
well
all
not to them that we look for our greatcounty,
Dona
Ana
a greater variety of useful minerals, pre
have
which
territory,
throughout
the
est
prosperity. The future prosperity
cious and industrial, than is found in
large
now
nro
territory and its ability to sup
for
and
of
been
past
years
the
any other Btate or territory.
recent
port
the
a dense population depend largely
This territory prossesses superior ad producers of wealth, and
in
Bernalillo
Cochiti
the extent to which irrigation may
upon
discoveries
at
vantages in water, soil and sunshine
of
pre- be successfully carried, 'for, as a general
the
richness
to
the
attest
county,
is the sanitarium of the invalid; itseon
found in New Mexico. proposition, crops can not be grown and
tinual sunshine, bracing, liealtn giving cious metals
now
and
have for years past, matured here without irrigation, or the
breezes have added years of life of many They are
large
deposits of these artificial opplication of water.
contain
to
known
an attlicted person, who came here in
minerals.
New Mexico has been known in the
search of health. It possesses a diver
of
terri
this
is
as a pastoral country, large areas,
wealth
as
the
past
great
in
But,
few
the
states
found
in
sity of soil
of extonsive mesas of plains,
believed
is
consisting
it
in
minerals,
precious
tory
qua
fertilizing
in
is
the
all
rich
Union;
of farm that they do not compare in extent, va bottom lands and mountain valleys, covlites reouired for the growth
v
riety and richness to the industrial min ered with rich, nutritious grasses principroducts, fruits and vines.
occasion
erals and precious stones, of which com pally the black and white gramma,
this
I have not time upon
of
some
paratively little is known, and it is pre which grow naturally without irrigation,
mention
passing
a
than
more
do
dieted that in the near future these in cure in the sunshine and furnish food
of the most important industries of tl
of
dustrial minerals will furnish employ summer and winter for the great herds
territory, and to refer briefly to a few
ment for large numbers of the uneni of sheep and cattle, which in the paat
for
offered
the
the mnnv inducements
immigrant. New Mexico is traversed ployed, and yield results more profitable have been the principal resources of our
from north to south by the great Rocky and vastly superior to those now obtained farmers and stock growers. The cattle
industry of New Mexico is creator than
mountain range, which nenr its north from mining the precious metalo.
-
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THK'EAULE:

WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER 26, 1815.

auy other territory, and the last census upon the adjacent plains. Four hun great deal of money has not been made
Bhoes New Mexico to rank as fifth state dred miles of ditches have already been out of the mines there are that the ore
in the number of her sheep and the sev- completed, and it is estimated that it bodies are generally small so it has been
enth' in the value of her wool.
will cover 225,000 acres of. land, of ditficult for one mine to keep a mill run'Valuable as are these natural grasses, which from 60,000 to 80,000 acres are ning and the loss in the tailings of the
however, as an aid to agriculture, they now under cultivation. Turing the ore worked. The professor will over,
are, owing to the small rainfall, so limit- past yeai one extensive reservoir has come these difficulties as ho has several
ed in quanitity as to be insufficient to been completed at Santa Fe, and a still mines from which he can draw ore and
his arrastras will save, practically, all
support more than a sparsely settled larger one is in construction.
community, so that I repeat again the
In the Mimbres valley and atDemiug, the metal in the ore.
statement that the future prosperity of in Grant county, valuable additions are
1SUO A Leap Year.
the territory depends upon the extent to being made to a system of irrigation alNext year is the leap jear for eight
which irrigation may be successfully ready in the coiirse of completion;
The year 1900 will not bo leap
years.
carried. The efforts of the past show while along the Rio Grande, in the
Every
year is a leap year that is
year.
the wouderful productiveness of the soil counties of Rio Arriba, Bernalillo, Valafter reclamation, and present effects encia, Socorro and Dona Ana, there are divisible by four, except those ending
are proving the large aerease susceptible several extensive enterprises looking to in ciphers, which must be divided by
of reclamation, by irrigation at very the storage and preservation at several 400; thus 1600 and 2000 are leap years,
small expenditure of cauital.
points of the vast flood waters that now but 1800 and 1S00 are not. Julius
Many persons, unfamiliar with this annually flow to waste down these Caesar, in 46 R. C, reformed the calen
mode of agriculture, fail to realize its streams. The successful completion of der by making three years of 365 days ;
advantages. Those of us who have been these enterprises will place under culti- each following one year of 306 days ; or
reared in the Mississippi valley, the vation more than three times the quanti- in short, every fourth year was made a
most fruitful and the largest body of ar ty of land now being cultivated in that leap year. This calculation gives an
error of about 11 minutes to each year
able land in the world where crops are vallev.
which has aggregated now nearly 15
raised without irrigation, have had no
M ill Une ArruHtui.
days. In order to obviate this misoccasion to study the advantages and
The Lordsburg Lilieral contains the take Pope Gregory in 1852 declared
disadvantages of artificial agriculture.
and few realize the extent to which irri (allowing concerning the mines at Gold October óih to be October loth and
Hill, in which Dr. G. N. Woods, of this made the rule that thereafter that, cengation has been carried in the past.
With a soil as rich as is found in any city, is jointly interest with Mr. Gre tury years not multiples of 400 diould
not lie leap years. The Gregorian calportion of the world, adapted to the gory :
Professor James Reresford Gregory ender has been adopted in nil civilized
growth of every variety of train, veuet
able, vine and fruit produced in the was in from Gold Hill this week. He coutries except Russia,
temperate zone, a climate unsurpassed, says things are coming his way by a
It Nevar Fulla.
it would seem that the American desert urge majority. He is now sinking for
&
Ruquo, Erin, Tenn, manuHarris
might, with sufficient capital and eflort water on the fiat north of Gold Hill, and
for the saving and utilizing of the flood as soon as he develops a sufficient supply facturers of the celebrated Erin Line,
have in their employ, in the various de- waters of summer and the melted snows lie will build several arrastras, which
of their business
several
of winter, be, in time, made the garden he will connect and run by steam power. fiartments
The firm writes to the
of America, the home of a larger nonnhv He will also build one or two arrastra Drummond Medicine Co., 48 .Maiden
tion than now inhabits the fertile vallev liesis, which will le used with the cyan- Lane, New York, in great praise of
Drnmuiond's Lightning Remeny for
e
of the Mississippi and its tributary ide process for extracting the last
Rheumatism, and say they have cured
of the metal from the ore. The Pro- four cases with it, and that it has not
streams. Unfortunately, the policy of
the government has, to a certain extent fessor is familiar with the arrastra pro- failed in a single instance, The remedy
retarded the reclamation of the arid cess having worked it very successfully always gives satisfaction. Send $5 to
public lands and prevenied the develop in Colorado and is confident he will the Driiinniond .Medicine Co., and theys
will ship to your address two huge
ment of the regions requiring largo ex nukke a grand success of it at Gold Hill.
a month's treatment by return
He says the strong point of the arrastras express. Agents wanted.
penditures for reclamation.
Our public land laws were not framed when they are properly built with all
to meet conditions such as exist here joints cemented, a, his will be, is that
Coin's financial series is worth reading.
were framed to suit the conditions exist they save practically all of the metal "Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
ing in the eastern states, where the and there is no loss in the tailings as Two Nations" or "Coin up to Pate" may
rainfall was sufficient to produce cnu there is at the mills. There is a great lie obtained at Tun K.wii.k office free by
paying a year's subscrioiion to Tub
without irrigation, and whero every deal of ore at Gold Hill that will run Kamlg in advance. The fiooks sell at 25
homesteader was dependent upon h from $15 to $40, and the reasons that a cents each.
own efforts to open and develop h
holding. Hore it is different.
The
CLARK- In every part of the territory, the peo
pie are alive to the necessity of irrii?
WHITSON-LEITC- H
tion, and are either completing irriua
tion systems begun in the past, or ar
entering upon new enterprises In tl
extreme northwest, in the county
San Juan which is the only locality
the territory whero the water suni
EL I'ASO, TEXAS,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
1U Sun Fiaiicmo Si.
largely exceeds the land to be irrigate
$0S Hail ruad A terne.
four extensive enterprises are in the
course of completion. The waters of Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have
dealt.
the San Juan, Animus and I. Plata
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
being
rivers are
taken out and carried
Write them for catalogué of new stylo Pianos, Twlny
ves-tag-

hot-tie-

MUSICCO.
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The county commissioners will hold light joins, in extending congratulations
the regular monthly meeting on Octo- and a hearty welcome, wishing them a
ber 7th, that being the first Monday in happy and prosperous voyage on the sea
of real life. Headlight.
Newsy Notes of Happenings Purely the month.
The Eacii.b joins with the Headlight
Local.
The Broadway corner under the able in its congratulations to
Mr. and Mrs.
Grlnt of Iteiidiililo I'aragraplm Which supervision of Aaron Schutz the owner Clarke.
Should Not ho Overlooked
and contractor Black is Hearing compleliy Our Headers.
Secretary of War Lamont has issued
tion, and will be a credit to the city.
for another star to be added to
orders
Saturday,
court
last
At the Las Cruces
our
National
colors, also changing the
The Mexican army is be to remodeled Chianco, a Mescalero Indian was consize
of
flag
from 6 feet by 5 to be 5
our
on the Prussian model.
victed of murder in the third degree.
feet
6 inches by 4 feet 4 inches, the new
and
Silver City will be well represented at While drunk, Chiano had shot
colors are to be made of the finest Amerthe big prize fight in Dallas next month. killed a woman, known as Horse Thief's ican silk. Utah for which the new star
widow. The defense was that the Indian
stands will arrive at statehood July 4th
Collector Laird's notice that he will
believed his life to be in danger by rea
distrain after the first of October is bring- son of an attack made upon him by an- 1896. May New Mexico star be the next.
Services will be held at the M. E.
ing the delinquent taxes quite rapidly. other Indian named Wheeler, and it
church next Sunday morning at 11
Most of the prisoner's who were in- was while shooting at Wheeler that the o'clock a. m. and in the evening
at 7.30
dicted at the last'term of the U. S. Dis- woman was killed. Sentence has not p. m. Rev. A. A. IIy'e olliciating. All
are cordially. invited.
trict Court, have secured their release been pronounced.
on bonds.
will
The Silver City fire department
The address to young ladies delivered give a dance in Newcomb Hall next Fri
SHKKfc! WE'RE minim.
by Prof. Sel by at the Episcopal church day evening, September 27th, for the
last Sunday morning was very interest- purpose of raising needed funds for the
ing and instructive. There was a large purchase of new hose and other supplies,
attendance.
badly needed. It is no more than right
is
It believed from comparison of ap- that the business men and property
proximate estimates that the gold pro owners of Silver City should show their
duction of the United States for the first appreciation of the good work of the
eight months of '9Ó is considerably over boys by liberal patronage and Tub
Eagle predicts a big success. Tickets
thirty million dollars.
- In-i- t
e
and
A bulletin by the Geological Survey of are on sale at the postolfice
each.
for
$1.00
and Brownells
the production of lead for the first six
Lieutenant Stottler, in charge of the up to our eyes making ICE
months of 1895 shows a total of 106,000
tons, of which 88,000 were desilverized Mescalero Indian Agency in Dona Ana
and CONFECCounty expects to have the Indian self- - CREAM
lead and 18,000 soft lead.
save the
Iiie Laoi.e was the hrst and pretty supporting in two years ofand $100,000 TIONERY. Fresh Candy
over
an
expense
government
nearly the only newspaper in the terri
every day and Ice Cream
has just
A steam saw-mitory which gave early and correct ae annually.
Call and see
lumber will be all the time.
count of the shooting at Las Cruces, but, been received and native
land is ex us.
agency.
The
the
at
prepared
Next door to the ex
of course, that was expected.
ceptionally well adapted for agriculture
rn
Dr. W. T. Williams has arrived safely
an (1 the Indians are reported to bePress olnCC.
in New York City and is busily engaged
c.
making fairly good farmers. All the
with his studies at the New York Poly
farm laud has been fenced in within the
clinic Hospital and Dispensary. His last year, and when once the Indians
private address is No. 214 Last 34th
are able to look out for them selves, the
street.
remainder of the land will be thrown
Quite a number of arrests have been open to set. lenient.
made by Deputy marshal Willam Mc
Kodney Clarke Married.
Afee for persons against whom indict
Monday, Sept. 16th at 9.30 o'clock p.
inents were returned at the recent term in. at the residence of the bride's mother
ot United Mates Court. 1 hey were
on Silver avenue, Lowell, Mass., Miss
mostly for violations of the Edmund's Sinythe Amiee to Mr. Rodney G. Clarke,

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

Right-

Cos-grov-

ll

c.

win rmiiLiv.
Fargo's $2.50

Act.

There were two Indians tried for
murder at Las Cruces last week and this
in which it was necessary to translate
from English into Apache for the ben
elit of the prisoner and the Indian witnesses and into. Spanish for the enlistment of the the jury.
Baylor Shannon and Geo D. Jones returned Friday from an extended trip
through Oklahoma, where they have
extensive cuttle interests. They report
the ranges there in the finest condition,
but the weather hot and dry. They
stopped over a day at Albuquerque and
took in the Territorial Fair.

of Deming, New Mexico. The wedding
was a quiet hoiwo wedding, only a few of
the most intimate friends of the family
attending; Rev. J. Dowd. Merriani, of
the Broadway Christian church olliciat-ing- .
The bride was attired in a beautiful white silk dress trimmed with real
point lace, wearing diamonds and orange
blossoms; while the groom wore the con-

fe

Jmtikm
1RADK

ventional evening dress suit of black.
The brido received many elegant and
valuable presents. After a short eastern
H. FARGO
wedding trip Mr. and Mrs. Clarke will C.
make their future home in Deming, N. For Sale by
M., where they will be at home to their
manv friends, with whom the Head

MABKt

...Shoes...
& CO.

laa-ao- o

Mf.

mahrct

t.

CHICAGO

C.C.Shoemaker,
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PERSONAL
Mention

of People

PALAVER.
You Do and

Do

SEPTEMBER 25,

186.

Rev. A. A. Hyde, and family have ar
Mrs. T. F. Farnsworth of Hudson
rived from Springer. Mr. Hyde, has
spent a few days of last week with her
been appointed to take charge of the M.
daughter Mrs S. H. Mclninch.

E. church of this city. We welcome
him and his family to our midst.
W. C. Porterfleld returned on Thurs- days'train from BJston Mass., where
in attendance
at the
he was
conclave of the Knights Tem
plar, lie stopnea two aays in
viewing the sights of the Terri
torial rair, lie pronounca me lair as
immensoly successful.

Joseph Williams, the genial "wet
Not Know.
goods" merchant of the tall pines, paid
the city a flying vitit on Saturday.
Other Interesting Matter Which Can Be
Beautiful line of Suits at the Ten Cent
Read With Profit By All Our
Store. To make room for new goods, we
offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.
Townspeople.
Ike Holzman, has returned to our city,
Ike says "No place like Silver" he has
accepted a position with Henry Rosen
Home Made candy at Win. Rose's.

Tri-enni-

aiuu-querq-

uo

For Sale Cheap.

Drue Stock. Furniture and Fixtures
to
The onlv place to eet fresh home of the late Dr. G. W. Bailey. Apply
Mrs. Maby E. Bailey.
made candy in Silver City is at Wm.
Fresh candies every day at Martin Rose's, next door to Abrahm's barber
shop.
Maher's.
Go to Con AVhitehill's,
for fresh
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
candies.
s.
itouinson
Grand Master J. J. Kelley is back
Assessor Childers will complete the
fioman official visit to the Masonic
tax rolls this week.
lolodges in the territory south of
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
martin .Manor's.
Mrs. Thomson was over from the Mim- BREMrs. S. S. Burdick has returned from Jbres this week visiting Mrs. Maud Fiel
a visit to Lordsburg.
der. Mrs. Maud Fielder returned home
The infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. with her.
L. M. Hambeger, of Chicago arrived
W. H. White is very ill.
Don t read your neighbor's paper but in the city on Friday, ho is here looking
after his cattle and other interests in
subserilie for Tub Eagle.
Walter Pitts, and Frank Willis of Grant county.
Geo. W. Miles late of Silver City, but
Blue creek are in the city.
now
resident of Dona Ana County was
J list received a new line of Tin and
last week appointed foreman of the
iiranite ware at Robinson's.
J. A. Ancheta, is in attendance at the Grand Jury of that county.
S. W. Burdick makes a specialty of
District Court at Las Cruces.
dinners and suppers at the Tiin-mJ. Ed. White will act as jailor during Sunday
house. The tables are supplied
tno absence of jailor Conant
with the best in the market.
Col. Mike N. Twoomey, is in the city
Until FURTHER NOTICE
Wm. L. Conant county jailor, left yesirom the hite Signal District.
terday morning for Ashtabula, Ohio,
Canary and Moekine birdc '.ñirt'H til to visit the "old folks at home" dame we
will sell CANNED
only complete line in the city at Robin- rumor says Billy will not return alone.
OVJ1I D

Thos. L. Stockton is in the city from
Mule Creek.

berg.

6ILLETT & SON
are temporarily
cated in the old
MEN

76 STORE, two

Mocks Mow our for

mer place oí tosi- -

er

Thos S. Parker is in from the Turquoise
camp, he reports matters very quiet in
that ramp.
Con Whitehill keeps the best line of
iruiis, next uoor to express ollice.
Prof. Decker the Central City peda
gogue, pedalled himself over to the city
on Saturday.
J. N. Wilson, a prominent cattleman
of the Pine Ciénega was in town a few
days last week.

No Chinese help employed at theTim- s
mer house. A
American cook
is in charge of the kitchen and the dining room service is excellent.
Stockton & Sons, Walter Pitts Frank
Willis, & Bishop & Miller, shipped two
trains of steers on Saturday, one train
went to Timpas Colorado, the other to
Springer, N. M.
firnt-clas-

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
in cases to CONSUMERS at
cost.

These goods were in

the basement which was

Our grand' fall and winter opening in
all the latest novelties will be Monday
are
September 30 Tuesday Oetolter 1st and flooded with water,
Wednesday Oetolcr 2d. All our PatJ. M. Morns, left bunday lor near rons are cordially invited.
not damaged in tho
Pecos City, to which part he has moved
Max Sciiutz.
his hocks of sheep.
Bring your job work to The Eaqi.k ofTnos. V, Conway, Vice Pres.
fice. It will he done neatly, promptly and John Bkockman, Pres.
J. W. Caucuu, Cashier
at reasonable rates.
353 9.
Guy Beckham, manager of the Hawkins walnut Creek-outfi- t
is spending a
few days in the city.
County Commissioner Clark came
J
up from Deming Sunday p. m. he was
SILVER CITY, N. M.
accompanied by his daughter.
CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
Our Store will be closed on Saturday
Advanres made on Gold and Silver Bullion.
September 28th on account of it being a
Jewish liolidnv.
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
Max Scnrrz.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.

tot

bast.

The

Sita

City National Bank
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On A Silver Haln.
beer is sold at 2 cents a glass. lie order
The exports from Mexico increased ed 1 glass of beer. While he was stand
last year to a valuation of $80,000,000, ing at the bur 2 of his friends came in
as compared witli $12,000,000 for the and spoke to him. How much did his
year previous. This enormous increase drink cost him?
is due largely to the development of its
Our Now Clilcf.
silver mining industry. The fact that
The members of the Silver City, fire
Mexico is on a silver basis does not
frighten away investors, who are plac- lepartment met at the fire house Wed
ing there money in manufacturing en- nesday evening for the purpose of filling
terprises in a most alarming manner. the vacancy caused by the resignation of
And it is alarming from the fact that tliechief of the department Mr. L. A.
every new manufacturing plant estab- Skelly, who for the past two years has
lished there takas away just so mnch of creditably filled that position, but owing
a necessity for the importation of that to ill health was compelled to resign.
charade! of goods from the United The candidates for chief were A. II.
States. One of Mexico's great natural Maiser, St. George Robinson, the ballot
products is silver the same as is true of showed a preference for Mr. Robinson,
the United States. , That country, in- who on being elected, appointed Gordon
stead of throwing every obstacle in the Bradley as assistant. A comniitte was
way of mining this precious metal, fos- appointed to arrange for a ball, they
ter it with every means at its com- decided that on Friday September, 27
mand. Free coinage exists there in all the department could give a grand ball
its freedom just as it existed in the at the Newcoinb Hall. A banquet was
United States twenty-thre- e
years ago. spraul, and the city "dads" were
The financial heads of Mexico's governEverything passed off smoothly, all in
ment see in the establishment of a monetary system, based on a metal that attendance havinü a creat time, thev
nature has given it with such a lavish drank the health of the new and the
hand, the secret of success. Ten years retiring chief.
ago, political economists in the Senate

the United States predicted that Mexbankrupt if she continued
silver monometallism, but the result
has proved the utter absurdity of such
dire forebodings. V lien it' is main
tained that the United States cannot
adopt a bimetallic policy of free coinage
without the aid of the Eastern Ilemi- siiere, it places us in an undesirable
position of being compelled to nek now
leag' the superior foresight and intelli
gence of our neighbors to the south of
us. The Manufacturer.

of

ico would

Miitlimiiitticnl I'rohli'iiiK.

Jo E. Sheridan left Friday morning
aconipained by five teams loaded with
supplies and mining machinery for the
Big Hatchet mountains, he will open,
up the Carbonate King and Cyclone
mines, these properties have long been
idle, but Mr. Sheridan has envolved a
process for the successful handling of
the ores, he will ship the product of the
mines from Separ station on the S, P.
R. R. to the International Smelter at El
Paso.

The Mexican Central will turn over to
the Santa Fe to El Paso, two cars of
oranges a day for the next two months
for the eastern markets. Mexico has
an enormous crop this year and the
Florida failure will give her a first class
market in this country.

of Blue Creek drove
range
cattle to Deming for.
head
shipment to Comanche Texas, where
he intends to locate, we are sorry
to see him go as Grant County will
lose a good citizen, to say nothing of
the property interests he takes with
him.
Messers Newcomb and Betts have
again gotten their quarry running the
striking mexicans, have been displaced by a horse power hoist,
column
after
The Denver papers have
column of the Mexico Messiah, "the
J. C. Wilson, one of the Receivers of
healer" and the San Francisco paper's the Santa Fe road died in New York on
likewise columns of Durant, which af- the 18th., inst from apoplexy.
fliction is the greater, we leave to the
A Lame Hack
gentle reader.
And the painful torture in joints and
Judge Bantz has appointed James S. muscles is nothing but Rheumatism.
people..
Fielder United States Commissioner for Nothing but Rheumatism killsLightning
Nothing like Prunimond's
could
a
Silver City and better selection
Remedy for speedy relief and quick cure.
not have lecn made.
Accept nothing in its place, for nothing
else will do the work. The full month's
"Caplaiu" Sayles of the Rincón and treatement of two large bottle sent to
Silver City mail route, has resumed his any address by express on receipt of
$5. rtrummond Medicine Co,, 48 Maidroute, altera few weeks of rest and
en Lane, New York. Agents Wanted.

W.

1500

II. Martin
of

I
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James caught 1 fish and Thomas
caught 0.
How many fish did thev
take home. A. 17 lisli?
s
of
2. A man paid $16 for 3,800
Proprietor of the
coal. What was the price per ton. A.
iy
$8. per ton?
3. A man entered a railway eating
station, and had 1 cup of coffee at 10
rent per enp, 2 sandwiches at 10 cents
each and one piece of pie at 10 cents a
wedge
lie gave the waiter $1. Just
then the train started. How much
&
change did the traveler receive?
4. A man bought 4 lottery tickets at
How much did he loote?
$1 each.
5. On a front porch sat 1 young man
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
and 1 young woman. Presently 1 father
came out of the front door. How many
people were on the porch?
(I. A passenger on a street-ca- r
gave the
conductor a $3 gold piece thinking it wiis
in
piece. How much was he out
a
We solicit your patronage.
and who got it the conductor or the Also a full lino of FRUIT.
company?
BULLA RD ST., S LIVER CITY, N. M.
7 Tilomas went into a saloon where
1.

B. T. LINK,

poi-nd-

PEOPLE'S

iff

EAT"

ARKET

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game

Season.
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Resolution of Thanks.
The board of county commissioners
Pinoi Altoi Heard From.
of the TerriInasmuch as our chief L. A. Skelly of met on Monday and transacted routine
tory of New Mexico has commuted the the Silver City Fire Department has re- business, they adjourned to Oct. 7th
sentence of William Davis, convicted of signed the position which he has filled their quarterly meeting.
the murder of Hugh Fox from a term of honorably and to the satisfaction of all
Brockman & Barrerger of White Sig
seven years to five years and three Therefore :
nal have leased their mill to C. P. Craw
Be it resolved, By the Silver City Fire ford of this city. Mr. Crawford will run
months and
Department
that we hereby tender a it as a custom mill.
Whereas : no petition was ever circuof
vote
thanks
to Mr. L. A. Skellv for
of
lated among or signed by the people
Several citations were issued to taxthis vicinity, or by any person in this the efficient manner in which he per- payers, citing them to show cause why
precinct so far as can be learned after formed the duties imposed upon him their assessments should not be raised.
and
diligent inquiry, and
Be it further resolved, That while we
Whereas : the murder of which Willregret
the bad state of Mr. fekelly's
iam Davis was convicted was without any
justifiable circumstances but was a will- health which necessitates the resignat ion
we still hope to retain him as a Brother
ful and brutal murder and
Whereas : the conviction of William Fireman.
II. L. Dotson,
Davis for a less degree than murder in
C. C. Whitehill,
the first degree was brought about by
RUSSKL AG EE.
circumstances arising long after the mur
Committee.
der and not from the facts existing at
:
of
the time the murder. Therefore
Teachers Examination.
Be it Resolved that the action of W.
Notice is hereby given that there will
... "TTflVfBEEti
.
T. Thornton, Governor of the territory
be a meeting of the Board of School Ex
of New Mexico in commuting the sen
aminers of the county of Grant, territory
tence of William Davis from seven years
of New Mexico, for the examination of
to five years and three months meets
teachers, at the Public school building,
with the absolute and unqualified disapSilver City, on the 12th day of Oct. 1895.
proval of the people of Precinct No. 2.
ARE THOSE WHO HAVE
Each applicant for a certificate should
Grant county Territory of New Mexico
WITH
be present as early as 9 o'clock a. m.
FAILED TO TRADE
in mass meeting assembled.
B. T. Link, Supt.
Be it KeHolved that the pardoning of
Miss M. R. Koeiii.ek,
William Davis or the commuting of his
Mrs. W. L. Jackson, Sec.
sentence under the circumstances at
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Board of Examiners.
tending the murder and the exceedingly
Denier In
iignt sentence which lie received can
A recent order trom military head FRUITS AND CONFECTIONERY
only tend to bring the criminal proced
quarters
directs the transfer of eight
Cigars, Tobacco, Notions, etc.
ure of the territory of New Mexico into
of
the
troops
first and seventh Cavalry.
Books, Stationery and Pedisrepute to be an incentive to the com
riodicals of all Kinds.
mission of crime, rather than the means Troop A now at Fort Stanton, Troops E.
of repressing crime and in fact that the & H. now at Grant and Troop B, at Fort
STORE.
POSTOFFICE
executive clemency used in his case was Bayard, all of Hie first cavalry, ordered
uncalled for by any of the facts or cir to Fort Rena and Sill, O. T. their places SILVER CITY,
NEW MEXICO.
cumstanees and against the best interests in this department will be filled by four
troops of seventh cavalry from Forts Han
of justice.
cock,
Clark and Houston Texas.
Be it Resolved, that a copy of these
Monday evening the contractor(vhose
resolutions be sent to the Enterprise,
southwest Sentinel, The Eaoi.k, the name wo are unable to learn, and a force
Albuquerque Democrat, Santa Fe New of 14 men arrived in the city, to erect
Bicycle?,
Guns and Revolvers
Mexican, Newspapers and a copy 1 the new depot of the A. T. & S. F. All
the material will arrive today, it i
sent to Governor Thornton.
Promptly Repaired.
Hlltt'H Iti'llHOIIIlllIt'.
Geojuík D. Lincoln,
framed ami ready to le put together, i
Signed :
is expected that in two weeks the depo
Yunklo St. Sllvnr City. N. M.
A. IIkkhhkikikk,
will be finished.
Dr. L. B. Rohixhok,
WANTED-A- N
I
Committee on Resolutions,
Services at the Episcopal church, next thing to patent
f Protect yonr ldoag ; they may
e the undersigned citizens of Pinos
Sunday, as usual, by Rev. Edward S. bring; you wealth. Write JOHN WEDDER-BUK& CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington,
Altos, N. M., approve of the above re Cross. All are cordially
invited.
V. 0.) for their $1,800 prize oiler.
solutions. Signed:
C. E. Derbyshire, M. McLean. Jo)
T. Oglesby, John W. Head, William
Mansfield, J. H. Robinson, G. A. Easton,
S. W. Meek, Juan C. Lascurana, Wm.
Christman, Joseph Aronheiin, F. J.
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
Davidson, George Norton, Frank C. Bell,
Chas. Stephens, Jos. Williams, Thos. etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
Webb, A. Mason, Wm. E. Watson, Rus business at the same place.
sell Davidson, Mariano Islas, Charles
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
Fisher, Geo. Robbins, E. A. Robbins,
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
U. H. Theilmann, Dionicio Portillo, A.
Ix?roy, James Bell, Nathaniel Bell, II. appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
II. Stanley.
Very Truly,
Signed: Wm. Christmas, Chairman,
R.
F. J. Davidson, Secretary.

Whereas : the Governor

Wnttr
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m

BAXTER

.L

BISHOP.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.
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THE TFKEETOBIAL FAIR.

There wero creditable exhibits from have been very favorably noticed but for
San Juan county, the Maxwell land the troops of cavalry from FortWingate.
grant, Sierra county and other localities, These troops were drilled to perfection
A Great Crowd ot People
Assembled
but Grant county did not appear to take and made a fine appearance, both in the
at Albuquerque.
much interest in the fair in the way of parade and on the grounds in the aftermaking exhibits nor were there many noon where they gave an exhibition
The Fruit Kxhllilt wrh the Feature of the Grant county people in attendance. drill whichwas highly appreciated by
Fnlr and win Worth
Silver City, Deming, Georgetown and all the people on the grounds. All of
doing to See.
the Gila furnished the most of the re- the men were mounted on black horses
presentatives in attendance from this and the two troops are known in military
'
Never before has such a large number county.
circles as the "Black horse" troops.
of people assembled at Albuquerque at
On Thursday the business houses of
There was no exhibit of stock at the
a territorial fair as was there last week fair ami this fact caused not a little un- the city were closed in order to give the
to attend the fair and irrigation con- favorable comment among the visitors clerks an opportunity to go to the fair,
gress. The irrigation congress bro light both from the territory and from out but they were open again in the evening
delegates from all over the west who side points. Races and ball games and most of them were thronged with
are interested in the irrigation question, turnished amusement for the greater people until the time arrived for the
and many of the delegates critically ex- part of the visitors to the fair every evening parade and fireworks. It was
amined exhibits at the fair and were afternoon. It had been arranged for the intended to have the parade in the
highly pleased with them. In addition Albuquerque ball team to carry off the
that in the morning, but rain
to these delegates, there were hundreds prize but the Albuquerque team fell out in the afternoon obliged many of tho
of strangers who came to the fair and side the breastworks in the early part of merchants to dismantle
their floats and
irrigation congress more out of curious-it- y the fight. The great ball team went the result was that the display in tho
than anything else, being enabled to went down before the Santa Fe team evening consisted of little else than firego to Albuquerque for a trilling sum. the score being 4 to 1 in favor of Santa works. Both the incoming and outgoing
It may be said that the Atchison, Fe, but later in the fray the Gallup club trains on Thursday were crowded and it
Topcka and Santa Fe railroad company downed the Santa Fes by a score of 4 to was not until Friday that the crowd bedid more to make the fair a success than 7. Considerable interest was taken in gan to thin out perceptibly.
the people of Albuquerque. The rate of the races some of which were quite exThe delegates to the irrigation conone cent a mile brought hundreds of citing.
gress and their invited friends left Thurspeople who would never have visited
The feature of the fair was tho trades day morning for Santa Fe and returned
the fair had such a concession not been
display which took place on Thursday in the evening, leaving during the night
made. Trains from all directions were
morning. The diversified business in- for Las Cruces, El Paso and Eddy and
crowded with people who wanted ashort
terests of Albuquerque were nearly all points in Arizona. It was decided to
vacation and who thought that a trip to
represented and the schools of the city have the next irrigation congress in
Albuquerque at the rate of one cent a
were represented by hundreds of pupils Phoenix, Arizona, a town which has been
mile would just about fit their purses
who rode on gaily decorated floats in the built up in one of the most fertile valleys
but many of them were disappointed
procession.
The parade was witnessed in the world as a direct result of irrigaand disgusted at the disposition of the
by thousands of people and nearly every tion. Phoenix had a majority of all the
people of Albuquerque to make hay
available inch of space an the streets votes of the delegates on the lirst ballot,
while the sun shone. During fair week
along which tho procession passed was the only formidable competitor for tho
a good room could be had for f6 a night
occupied. Governor Thornton and staff convention being Lincoln, Neb,
and inferior rooms at ft to 4. An at rode
Had the people of Albuquerquo dono
at the head of the procession until
tempt was made by the restaurant keepGrant's opera house was reached and as much toward making the fair a sucers to form a hash trust and put up the
then tho procession passed in review. cess as tho railroad company did, there
would have been no dissatisfaction
price to correspond with the prices
There wero not many members of the
asked for rooms, but one of the Chinese territorial militia present and the mili- among the visitors to the 'air and a mou
ster fair for next year would have been
restaurant keepjM rjfmj I to g. into tary part of tho procession would not assured.
the combination ami as a result the peo- bio win visited tliu fair were fed at reasonable rates.
Hut for the thrifty disposition of the
poople of Albuquerque, there would have
bt'euagreai many more people at the fair
and the fair management would have had
much larger receipts than they did, and
there would have been more likelihoid
of a good crowd going to fa'rs there
in the future.
Owing to the fact that there has been
is now used
Our Model 1893 Shot-Gu- n
a great deal of rain in most parts of the
OUsn4-territory this year, the fruit crop was
fine and the display of fruit at the fair
was something of which the people of C and game shooters.
bUOt-KlIie- S
the territory may well be proud. Santa
Fe county took the first prize for a
ASK TOUR DEALER TO SHOW TOO THIS GUM.
fruit exhibit and a number of fruit
Rest in Rcncatincr Arms as well as all
growers in Dona Ana county were
kinds of Ammunition are made by the
awarded premiums. The Pecos valley
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New Haven, Conn.
IUuHtinted Catalogue.
exhibits was very tastily arranged anil
s..,l Pnal rnnl with your ml .! i:w for our
Cs. ISL2JLSL JUUUUUt 9JUÜL 9 JUKULHJl SJUiJULXMJLSLaSAAA.S
attracted a great deal of attention.
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sheep business and fortunes are now
being made in sheep. They will
live where cattle cannot subsist and
the percentage of profit to the
amount of capital invested is greater in sheep than it is in cattle.
This fact is realized by many of the
progressive slock raisers of the territory and they are going to profit
by it. Wool can be produced in
New Mexico profitably at five cents
a pound and when double this sum
can be realized, there is money in
the sheep business.

sand dollars into a first class yacht
and see if they cannot build one
that will prove as swift in the
water as the Defender.

Ixdications point to the candidacy of Cí rover Cleveland for the
presidency again next year. There
are democrats who are of the opinion that Mr. Cleveland is too much

The editor of the Enterprise
roused temporarily from his slumber long enough to make an attempt to correct a statement in The
Eagle concerning the interest on
the bonds of the county last week.
The Eagle observed that the spec- ial levy made to pay the'judgment
obtained by Mr. Laird would give
the taxpayers an idea of what would
ha ve to lie levied to pay the inter- est on the bonds long past due.
The editor of the Enterprise has
shouting himself hoarse about
the nil road bonds so long that he
has forgotten that there are uluJ
which were issued by this
county, upon which the interest is
in arrears and for which thecounty
is liable to be sued ,t any timé,
railroad bonds are bnl'ii s.omII
part of the indebtedness of the
county and the editor of the Enter- prise might prolitably wake up to
a reilization of the fact, if he is
capable of realizing it.

The Enterprise, last week, attempted to insinuate that The
Eagle had stated that the people
of 1 inos Altos had approved of the
course of the governor in commuting the sentence of Davis, the Pinos
Altos murderer. The Enterprise
knows well enough that The Eagle
has never contained a word in support of the commutation of this
sentence, yet, in face of this fact, it
attempts, in the manner characteristic of the paper, to convey the impression that The Eagle commended the course of the governor. We
now challenge the Enterprise to
quote from The Eagle a single sentence corroborative of its statement,
failing in which that paper will
have to rest under the opprobrium
of having published another gratuitous falsehood, but perhaps this was
done merely to sustain its reputation as the most unreliable paper
in New Mexico.
Right here it
might be pertinent to inquire why
One of the London papers in
the Enterprise has deserted the gov- commenting on the result of the
ernor. It was sounding his prais- races between the Valkyrie and the
es only a few weeks ago.
Defender for the American's cup
says that it is but anotherinstancc
The days of the big cattle men of the triumph of the almighty dolin New Mexico
are numbered. lar. Englishman have as manv
They are being crowded out of the of theahnigty dollarsas Americans,
territory by sheep raisers and it is but if the dollar had any thing to
safe to predict that there will do with the race it only demonstrates
never again lie so many cattle in the fact that Englishmen are too
the territory as there were two or penurious to spend enough money
three years ago. It has been de- to construct a good yacht. From
monstrated that there is more pro- past experience our Hritish cousins
fit in sheep raising here than there are well aware of the fact that they
is in raising cattle or horses. Most cannot win with inferior .boats and
of the wealthy natives of the terriought to have enough national
tory have made their money in the
to put a few hundred thou- -

of a palMitto become a cind'date
for the presidency again, while
there are others who s iy that he

the logical candidate. Since his
second inauguration, Mr. Cleveland
has said nothing concerning second
or third terms for presidents and
from Ihe sayings of the cabinet
officers it is quite apparent that
he still thinks he is a man of destiny, and that he could be elected
We venture the preif nominated.
diction that' no man will be presi- dent of these United States fur the
third time,
is

Ix
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:

thiU1

two :,n'1

n

ha,f

n
mmtliH the next congress will
vene 1,1 Washington uiul then the
w Mexico will have
residents f
an opportunity of seeing how Dele-bonCatron will get a bill through
providing for the admission of New
Mexie) i,U) tlie union- F,)r ,en
con-bee-

'

-

years the republicans of the terri-Th- e
tory have been saying that if a re- delegate were to be elected
to eongress a bill providing for the
idmission "f the territory would be
passed. The opportunity is close
at hand and the man of brains
and energy" will have an opportunity to show what influence he
has at the national capital. We

l'''can

wish him success.

The withdrawal of $ ,500,000 in
gold for ex por! in one day last week
astonished the Ihiinci.il ages of
Wail si icct and
Soon
after the his; issue of bomb The
Eagle predicted lhat heavy gold
exports would comnieive before
the middle of October. The event
t
of the
few weeks will make
more silver converts than have
been made all summer. The bond
m-x-

j

syndicate is at the end of its
sources and the treasury gold
serve encroached upon.

re-th-
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Bi'.e.U'SKit has been the "custom"
for one of the members of the bureau of immigration to draw $100 a
year, when the law which created
the bureau plainly and distinctly
says that the members of the
board shall serve without pay, the
Enterprise goes into hysterics when
it is proposed to conduct the affairs
of the bureau according to law.
Such a course is not tobe wondered
at as the Enterprise has little regard
for law when the interests of its
friends are at stake. The Enterprise should be calm and if it cannot be calm, it should compose itself as much as possible in the circumstances and rest assured that
little, if any, money will be paid
out of the appropriation for the
bureau of immigration in the future except what is authorized by
law.

Tun comptroller of the currency
declared another ten .per cent,
dividend last week in favor of the
depositors in the defunct Albuquerque National
Bank. Although
this bank failed some time subse
quent to the failure of the Dane
banks here and at Deming, the depositors in the Albuquerque bank
have already received lifly percent,
more in dividends than have the
depositors in the Dane banks. The
prospects for future dividends appear tobe decidedly slim as far as the
banks down this wav are concerned.

lated to bring money into a community. But for the ranting of the
Enterprise, the normal school building would have been completed by
this time and the school would have
been comfortably quartered there.

Tiik yarn about Senator Vest
having deserted the silver cause
has been exploded and the silver
cause continues steadily to gain
friends and supporters. Free coinage is coming and all of the gold
bugs on earth will be powerless to
Francis Soiii.adku, the man who stem the tide next vear.
created such a sensation in Albuquerque a few weeks ago, is now in
Tiik summer days arc gone and
Denver and is attracting a great fall has commenced in earnest. In
deal of attention.
People are flock- most parts of the territory there is
ing to him by the hundreds and it plenty of matured feed for stock for
is claimed that he is performing thecoming winter and there is every
e
many wonderful cures. The
reason to believe that stock will be
of Albuquerque will not be per- in better condition in the spring
suaded but that he is a most ex- than for many years past.
traordinary man and many actually believe him to be the Christ.
peo-bl-

Tiik hundreds of strangers who
visited New Mexico for the first
time last week were very favorably
impressed with the country and
will do a great deal of talking about
New Mexico for months to come.
Such object lessons as they were
given last week will be of a great
deal of good to the territory.
Most of the counties of the
were better represented at the
territorial fair last week than (Jrant
ounty. The people of this county
are too busy getting the precious
metals out of the earth and gathering their crops to go to fairs or
amusements of any other kind.

MIT

un still prepared to
furnish FRUIT TKEI3S
suitable for this climate in
any number. Persons con1

templating planting trees
will find it to their interest
to write me, and if I have
not in stock what is desired,
I can readily secure the
same at reasonable rates
and in all varieties. Adrcss:

Clark Kodgkks,

tuiiiiuwuta"'ütmtmi'1iiM'iiMt"'""""u'"111'''1'
Sixck the commencement of the
gold exports from New York, the
gold bugs have been takingtocover.
It is a little singular that none of
the predictions of the gold bugs

Silver City, N.

M.
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Which
Shall It Be?
Your orders for High Grade Sewing Machines, Bicycles, Vehicles, Baby
Carriages, etc., placed with local and Mail dealers with three to six middlemen's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for one of our illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are offering 30 different style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $8.00 to $30.00 Bicycles,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter price being
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at $125.00. We show 150 designs
in Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
direct importations. We handle everything under the sun in the
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE. BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, PHAETONS, ROAD WAGONS, CARTS, HARNESS, SADDLES, ETC.
at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a spe-cicatalogue for eai h line. Address iu full

concerning the financial situation
have been verified, while the situation has turned out to be just
what the silver men said it would
be all along. People are getting a
little weary of the gold cure for financial ills and are getting ready for
a change of physicians.
Thanks to the efforts of the Enterprise, the normal school bonds
have not yet been sold and there is
not much prospect that they will lie
sold for some time to come. The
policy of repudiation is not ealcu- -

TREES.

ul

CASH BUYERS' UNION,
--

5
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THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1895.
WEEKLY CROP REPORT.

Corn reported to be in flourishing condition and a heavy crop is indicated.
Gallinas Springs. J. É. VVhitmore.
The Weather Han lleen Favorable For The
Weather fine for working crops. Corn
Maturing of Crops.
that was planted early is ripe and some
Warm clear weather has prevailed
with fairly cool nights. Very little is being cut. Beans are ripening up
rainfall was reported for the week. In very fast and some are being cut and
the lower part of Rio Grande valley some made into syrup. There are three ma
local showers were reported, one quite chines grinding within eight mile. of
gen-erall- y

heavy at Rincón on the 8th accompanied here.
by some hail but no other stations report
Gila. Chas. II. Lyons. Nothing new
any rain during the week. It has been to report this week. The weather seems
very favorable weather for maturing and to be settled and the rainy season over.
ripening crops as well as harvesting Third crop of alfalfa is all in and farm
same.
crops looking first class. Corn is most
The grass on the stock ranges is curing ly safe from danger of frost.
and making hay that will give fine feed
Las truces. Fabian Garcia. The
for range cattle during the winter.
weather has been clear and calm, the
A circular letter was sent to voluntary days exceedingly warm and nights cool.
observers requesting special information
egetables maturing very rapidly.
relative to the condition of corn crop.
The corn crop is beginning to be har
From the responses it appears that in vested.
the southern part of the territory the crop
Las Vegas. Dr. F. II. Atkins. The'
lias done well all summer, is now ripen weather has been warm and dry with
ing and in some localities is already be clear sky. Crons still irrowinir have
ing cut with prospects of an excellent ripened
rapidly. Harvesting
and
yield.
threshing have progressed favorable.
In the northern part the weather was Corn is in fine condition, maturing per
too cool in July and August for the fectly and the yield will be large both
proper growth and in some localities the grain and fodder.
rainfall was too heavy for the best re
Los Alamos. Win. Frank. Clear
sults to be obtained. These conditions weather with no rainfall. Crops mamade corn very backward in the north turing well. Last crop of alfalfa being
ern part of the territory up to September, cut and secured in good condition.
but the very favorable weather of Sep
jower remiso. n. on Jiosse. J)avs
tember has now pushed it forward and hot and dry with cool nights. Ranges
matured it so rapidly that it is nelieved good, but rain would improve them,
to be safe from early frosts and the indi Com progressing rauidly. Vegetables
cations are that a fair crop will be se plentiful.
cured in the northern part of the tcrrl
Melvin, (near Wagon Mound.) A.
tory.
Ilollenbeck. Another week of most exFruits is being gathered in large quan cellent weather. Hay and grain being
titles and is of excellent quality.
put up in good condition. A second
Threshing has progressed rapidly with crop of uats will be cut in many places
the favorable weather. Range stock is for fodder. Corn is well advanced and
fat and ranges in perfect condition.
bids fair to mature well before frost; it
The following extract from a few of has grown to good height anil eared well.
the reports received at this ollice will be
Ovate. E. M. Cosner. The warm
found of interest
clear weather of the past week lias been
Albuquerque. Prof. M. Ii. Gaines.
m Ht
for harvesting and
Warm clear weather with no rain ilurina threshing and insuring a larger crop
the week. Corn has done very well this of corn than was expected. While the
year and a very good yield is expected
acreage of corn is small a much better
Alma. Win. French. Warm and yield will be harvested than was exclear weather. Trace of rain on the 9th pected ; it was damage some by cool wet
Bernalillo. Hrother Gabriel. This weather dining the summer mouths.
week has been very dry, warm and sul
try, nevertheless well adapted to ripen
nig iruns ami crop, uorn has grown
V
to good size aid in some localities is
ready for harvesting. Potatoes have
been raised in small gardens here successfully. Fruit is healthy and line
looking.
Down's Ranch (Eddy county). F. E.
Downs.
Com maturing rapidly.
Fruit and vegetables doing well. Range
in best condition for ten vears and stock
all fat.
Engle. E. J. Westervelt. Uniformly
bright and clear weather with no rain.
sari-facto- ry

Puerta de Luna. P. R. Page. Crops
are maturing finely and this has been
rt
a good week for cutting hay. The
for week ending August 23 makes
were very
me say that the "horse-flie- s
inbad. It should read "horn-flies- "
horse-flieof
stead
Rincón. C. II. Raitt. Heavy storm
on the the 8th accompanied by some
hail. Complaint is made of rust corn
Rffecting only the blades of leaves,
water in the river low and steadily falling.
Roswell. Scott Truxton. Roth Indian and Egyptian corn are in good
condition and big yields are exected.
Alfalfa and fruit have done well this
year.
KxrurKlon

Ktitcn.

Between the dates of June 1st and
September 30th,the Atchison.Topekaand
Santa Fe Railroad Co., will sell from
Silver City, round trip tickets to various
eastern and northern points at greatly
reduced rates, limited for return until
October 31st, 1895.
Having recently shortened our timo
from Silver City to eastern points, wo
are now in position to place our patrons
in Kansas City. St. Louis, or Chicago,
twelve hours ahead of any other line,
our Eating Houses are unequalcd, roadbed smooth, and equipment modern.
For further information regarding
ra,es, limits, connections, etc. call upon
H. M. Sleeker, Agent, Silver City, or
address E. Caneland, Gei.i ral Auiit
nt Kl
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HOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Neatly Done.
PRICKS REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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CONVICTS KEPT BUSY.

opened an electric bell gives an alarm: covored with snow.
Santa Fe came off with some of the
It is indeed a wonderful piece of mechanism and is said to be one or the honors at the fair, but not so many as
Substantial Improvements Being Made
most intricate locks ever constructed. were hoped for. When the Santa Fe
at the Penitentiary.
With an electrician of such ability in base ball club won the game from the
the institution, it is difficult to say Albuquerque club it was confidently exA New Tower House In Trocen of
what may be expected in the way of pected here that the Santa Fe boys would
l Ion hikI a Storehouse Near-in- g
electrical appliances after the new power come home with the prize, but Gallup
Completion.
house shall have been placed in posi- proved to much for them and they retion.
turned Saturday without any other honSanta Fk, Sept. 23. Two convicts
Besides the power house there is an- or than that of having beaten the
were brought up from Silver City last other building in Drocess of construction
which was considered in- -,
week and lodged in the territorial peni- and which is now nearing completion. vincible. The Santa Fe exhibitors of
tentiary where they were promptly put This building is at present occupied by fruit were successful in taking the sweepto work. Mr. Hansberg is learning the the blacksmith shop and carpendershop stakes and they got no more than they
brickmaker's trade and the divine who and, when completed, will be used for deserved. Altogether the people of Sanwondered from the straight and narrow storing provisions, of which a consider- ta Fe have reason to be proud of the Sanpath is in the tailoring department and able quantity is always kept on hand. ta Fe exhibts at the fair, of the ball club
ia in a fair way to make himself useful. In this building
there is a vault in and the large number of visitors who
A great deal of work is being done in which will be kept the records of the
went to Albuquerque to see the fair.
the way of improvements on the peniand all of the valuables betentiary grounds and this work will longing to the prisoners. This vault is
A few days ago W. H. Baker, an emcontinue for several months to come. nearly completed and has been con- ployee of the H. & H. Cattle Co., loft the
The latest work of this kind which was structed on the most scientific principles. Gray ranch to oil some windmills, and
undertaken is the new power house It is believed to be absolutely fire proof on his return found that the ranch had
which is now well under way. This and, although it is not expected that been robbed of everything that could be
building is of ample size for the pur- burglars will break into the penitenti- carried off, consisting of bedding, cloth
pose for wheih it is designed and, when ary grounds for the purpose of robbing ing and provision enough to load 4 or 5
completed, will lie an ornament to the the vault, it would require an expert horses, not content with that the thieves
penitentiary grounds. All of the work cracksman to effect an entrance to it. appropriated 5 or 6 of the best horses beis being done by convicts, even to the
In this same building there is being longing to the Co., the work is supposed
quarrying and hauling of the blue lime- constructed an enormous refrigerator, to be that of the Indians that have been
stone which is used for trimming the patterned.after the refrigerators in big giving these parties so much trouble
building. The stone used in the buildpackinghouses in the eaBt, in which lately. A later report has it that the
ing is cut on the penitentiary grounds there will be room to keep all of the band consisting of about 16 IndianB got
and the brick used in the construction perishable articles of foud which are re- drunk and as a result a squaw with the
of the building are made within a few quired by the prisoners and the officers outfit was killed during their drunken
hundred feet of the place where they and employes of the institution, alto- brawl ; which resulted in a squaw of the
are being used. It may be remarked gether about 200 men. The work number mounting a 76 horse supposed
in passing that there are no better which has been and is being done on to have been stolen from, or near the
brick made in New Mexico than are these buildings will compare very favor- KIL ranch, and she stated they had
turned out at the penitentiary at the able with the work done by masons and killed her mother and that she was gorate of about 3,000 an hour during work- carpenters in any of the towns in the ing to report them to the agency, and
territory.
ing hours.
have the troops after them. Headlight.
The work which has been done by the
The walls of the power honse are up
about ten feet, the big engine is in place prisoners within the past three years
and the foundation for the smoke stack, demonstrates beyond any doubt that
which is to lie 100 feet high, has already the convicts are fully equal to the task
been laid. It is expected that all of of restoring the territorial capitol which
TEN CENT STORE.
was destroyed by fire three years ago
the power needed at the penitentiary
Prives in DRY GOODS and
will be furnishad from this powerhouse, last May, the magnificent ruins of which
CLOTHING!
including the power required to run a are pointed out to all visitors to Santa
complete electric light plant for lighting Fe.
Special Bargains in LADIES',
The delegates to the irrigation conthe buildings and grounds.
GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
This territorial institution boasts an vention at Albuquerque came up to this
SHOES.
electrician of no mean ability. He de- place last Thursday and were well
Also a full line of GLASSsigned and constructed a lock which is pleased with the reception which they
WARE and CROCKERY.
shown to all visitors to the institution received. They viewed the many points
and always excites their wonder and ad- of interest about the city and returned We sell everything CHEAP
miration. The lock is on the massive to Albuquerque very favorable impressed FOR CASH.
with the oldest town in the United
front gate which opens slowly and
as it is approached by the prison States.
F.
The last of the Santa Fe visitors to tha
officials. Every movement of this gate
Saturday
on
returned
fair
territorial
is under the control of a watchman who
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
sits in a tower commanding a full view evening and about the same time a cold
of the gate and the tower above it. The wave struck the city which made every
INSURANCE.
gate closes as noislessly as it opens and one think of winter wraps and overcoats.
Notary Pobmc.
visitors to the grounds would never no- Last week opened with the warmest
tice its movements were their atten- weather of the season and closed with
Office at
tion not called to them. The electric the lowest temperature since last June
were
CITY, NEW MEXICO.
SILVER
mountains
lock closes noislessly but whenever it is when the snrroundmsr
Con-Htr- ui

BOMSTEINBROS.

nois-less-

ly

Wm.

Lorenz,

Post-offic- e.
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TURNING

scanty allowance of soup, witn which
they plaster their hair. I once knew
an aged prisoner who was caught
scraping the dust from the red brick
cell wall to serve her as rouge.'

THE TABLES.

The Unfortunate Lawyer and Ills Client,
the Nurse.

The extent to which lawyers can exercise their imagination when pleading1
in behalf of their' clients is" almost beyond belief j but sometimes the tables
are turned in a very unexpected fash-

ATALE
TWO
NATIONS.

f

ARMOR IN MODERN USE.
English Officers In Foreign Service to Protect Thomselveg.

ion.
On one occasion, says the Florida
Times-UnioMr. Swan was engaged
in presenting the case of a woman who
petitioned the court to grant her a

In discussing the modern use of
armor by officers and men in the foreign "little wars" of
an English
accoutrement maker, as reported by
London Tid-Litsays: "I give you my
assurance that an immense number of
the officers of our army and navy who
go on foreign service, especially when
one of our 'little wars' is expected', provide themselves with certain easily
recognized protections.
n
"These, mind you, are
articles of trade to the service. ' The
commonest and most usual type of these
protections consists of fine but beautifully tempered single chains, inclosed in

lrr'VH-

X

-

to-da-

judicial separation from her husband,

&V3J

s,

a workingman, and urged that as she
was in extreme poverty she was entitled to alimony according to her husband's means.
With a voice broken in its pathos the
lawyer dilated on the imperative necessity of ':the case, declaring that his
client was utterly destitute; not having
a mattress to lie upon, and not possess
ing themeans to purchase a crust'ofj
'
'
bread.
,
When the evidence had been heard
tlie judge, who well knew the counsel's
powers of exaggeration,
unlimited
turned to the appellant and addressed
to her a few. questions. ;
;
"Have you, then, no occupation?"
"Yes, my lord; I am a nurse," was
the incautious reply.
j
"And where are you employed?"
"I am at Mr. Swan's," she unwittingly rejoined, pointing to her counsel.
It was with' the greatest difficulty
that the Judge refrained from joining
in the shout of laughter with which
this admission was hailed.
,

;

FEMININE VANITY.

It

Crops Out liven Among Women Behind the itiir.
Vanity in a female prisoner would
be merely laughable if it were not so
sad to behold. It is, however, the one
touch of nature whi.oh proves the human kinship, and there is perhaps some

hope, for even these poor, degraded
creatures, if they are thus swayed by
such harmless emotions. Prison matrons, says the North American Review,
would be perpetually busy if they
chocked every attempt made by their
charges to adopt the last fashionable
coiffure. "Fringes" are "going out,"
perhaps, in general society, but they
are still anuizingly popular in prison.
.Criminal's will trim- their hair as it
pleases them, and the wisest disciplinarian alieets to see nothing of the
fringe. In the same way, once, 'when
chignons were in vogue, the female felt
happy whose locks' escaped the prison
uciósors and were long enough to fold
ofer a pad of oakum. The ingenuity,
again, with which some prisoners will
twist and turn their unbecoming uniform into some faint-notioof the
fashions of the day might have earned
these artists good t wag.es jn a- dressmaker's atelier. ' I have seen panniers
counterfeited and polonaises, skirts
draped or tied: back, dress improvers
manufactured out of whalebpncs or
horse hair;' ño doubt when the' prenoht
'bell". skirt is fading out of fashion-iwill be largely patronized in jail. The
crae for. personal adornment leads
women to nkim the grease oíT thoir

v

v
"

V,

:j

well-know-

:

i ,w.

1

...1. :

..i

i.

A Talc of Two Nations

should be read by every

.

"as rca(l oin s
shoulders, down the outer side of the,0116
arms and over certain parts of the; línailClíll School,
body. These can either be sewn into a
1 11C book Call be obtained
particular tun'icor they can be adjusted!
separately and put on like harness.-- r
j
The most valuable of all chains, in con- - lrtL u3 tl11) subscriber to
neetion witn accoutrements, are those X II 15 .b AG 1,15 WllO TUH'S a
will nil ÍT11! !! t n llflfl f and in If) nno
where the regulation cap or helmet is )'Car S Subscription 111 ÍIU- not sumciently protected m this way, vnncc
Jopen tile
uiuuu uimiiis are sewn msitic
the same and covered by the lining."
eyes of thousands who are
'

-

Bjji-muu-

unacquainted with the

Suiokinfc In Court.

'

;

w

par-

Commenting on the fact that not long
ago a pastor of a church in the White-- 1 ticulars concerning the dcchapel district in London announced inoilCtizatioil of silver,
from the pulpit that in future his hear- OClUl HI your StlbSCnp-servic- e
ers might smoke their pipes during
if they chose, l'lndependance
jojj tod'lV
"
Uelge says there is nothing so very
strange about that. In the Mexican
courts of law, it says, the smoking of
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
cigars is sanctioned by hoary custom;
there one may often see a prisoner
THE
puffing away at the fracrrant weed
while answering the questions put to KOCKY MOUNTAIN
NHWS
mm uy uie. juuge, anu tuc latter serene- I'.hIhLIhIkiI 1 H.V.I.
ly adds to the general smoke. Mexüun
teachers reward their diligent pupi!:
by giving them permission to smoke'
TERMS OF SUISSRIPTIOX.
cigars or cigarettes during school
hours, and whenever the worthy peda(IN ADVANCE.)
gogue is in good humor the schoolroom
is thick with 'smoke. Smoking begets
DAILY.
thirst; hence on the teacher's desk
by
$7.50
mull
stands a huge jar filled vith"pulque," One year,
mall
35
the national beverage, to refresh the Six mouths liy liy
UK)
Three months
mull
tutor and tutored.
(!3
by
One

C
'

;

month
ni
Sunday edition, (i : pages.) year
American Extravagance. '
Dally K.litlnns in, ludí- Hie Sunday.
is no Wonder that foreigners scoff
I

It

at the whims of rich Americans when

WEEKLY.
one hears of such a piece of extravagance as is here related: ' Lady Iiercr,- Si.no
year, by mall. In advance..
ford, formerly the duchess of Marlbor-- '
Samnli copies of either edition on nppllcn- ough, who was born here in the United
States and who married a rich New lion.
Yorker, who afterward died, has just
returned from a trip with her husband,
Lord Tieresford. They traveled away Thc. News Is the only consistent champion
off alone into Norway, paid four thou- of silver hi Mid west, mid should lie In every
sand dollars for a fishing stream and homo In the west, and In the hands of every
caught two fish. As it is Lady Ucres-ford'- s miner and business man In New Mexico.
Send In your subscriptions at once.
money, tho. devotion must be oii
All communicat ions must be addressed td
side
of
her
the house.
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
,
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Keen-Mind-

MEMORY.

Man Whose Recollection
Wat at Fault.

It would afford material for an entire
paper to study defects of memory and
to describe some of the curiosities of
thinking which result from such defects. A writer in Popular Science
Monthly says that he saw lately a business man of keen mind and good general memory, who was not paralyzed in
any way and was perfectly able to
understand and talk, but who had suddenly lost part of his power of reading
and of mathematical calculation.
The letters d, g, q, x aud y, though
seen perfectly, were no longer recognized and conveyed no more idea to
him than Chinese characters would to
us. He had great difficulty in reading
had to spell out all words and could
not read words containing three letters.
He could write the letters which he
could read, but could not write the five
letters mentioned. He could read and
write some numbers, but tt, 7 and 8 had
been lost to him, and when asked to
write them his only result, after many
attempts, was to begin to write the
words six, seven or eight, not being;
able to finish these, as the first and last
contained letters x and g which he
did not know.
He could not add 7 and 5 together or
any two numbers of which 6, 7 or 8
formed a part, for he could not call
them to his mind. Other numbers he
knew well. He could no longer tell
time by the watch.
For a week after the onset of the disease he did not recognize his surroundings. On going out for the first time
the streets of the city no longer seemed
familiar; on coming back he did not
know his own house. After a few
weeks, however, all his memories had
returned excepting those of the let
ters and figures named. But as the
loss of these put a stop to his reading
and to all his business life the small de-- ,
feet of memory was to him a serious
thing.
Experience has shown that such a
defect is due to a small area of disease
in one part of the brain. Such cases
are not uncommon and illustrate the
separateness of our various memories
and their dependence upon a sound
brain.
FUTURE OF THE HORSE.
Uiei to Which the Animal Will Alway
Be Turned.

SEPTEMBER 25, ÍH95.

predictions of fifty years ago concerning the horse. It is even said that the
horse in the near future will be raised
simply for slaughter for food. If the
horse could learn of this prediction his
intelligence and his sense of hisvalup
would prevent him from taking it
seriously. He might ask: What good
is the electric car off the rails? How
does a bicycle act on plowed ground,
and what can it draw without the assistance of human energy? If horses
become very cheap will not more people buy them, and will not the aggregate of individual wants occasion a
great demand that will send up prices?
The intelligent horse asking these
questions could well afford to munch
his oats calmly while the alarmists
were cogitating as to what reply was
possible.
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If In Search of a New Herniation,
Try the effect of a mud batli at Las Vegas
Hot Springs, New Mexico. Other forms
of baths may 1 hud there, all especially
beneficial in rheumatic troubles and diseases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
air of this resort is just the thing for
tired nerves, and there is nothing so
ri'stful as New Mexico sunshine, especially when supplemented by such fine
service as is given at the Hotel Montezuma, reopened June 20. This famous inn
cannot be excelled anywhere in the
Southwest.

Bound-tri- p
excursion tickets on sale to
Las Vegas Hot Springs from principal
points. Readied only'overthe Santa Fe
Route. For illustrated pamphlet and a
copy of "Land of Sunshine, address G.
T. Nicholson, G. P. A., Monadnock
building, Chicago.

Do You Want a Uood Ranch.
first class ranch in the vicinity of
Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
A Figure Which Demonstrate! the Powei bargain. Farm tools and stock included.
of the Sun.
Sheep taken as part payment. If you
than one person in mean business, Tub Eaulk, Silver City,
u There is not more who
has anything N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
each ten thousand
like the correct idea what an icicle Write now for particulars.
forty-fiv- e
miles in diameter and two
Notice.
hundred thousand in length would look-THE DISTRICT COURT of the Third
like. It is also true, says the St. Louis TN
1 Judicial district of tlio Territory of Now
Republic, that there is no necessity for Mexico, within unci for the County of Grunt.
one being provided with a mind that Godfrey Geiser I
vs.
No. 3121. In Chancery.
would enable him to form a correct Valentina
Geiser )
cylinder
gigantic
a
such
conception of
The suld defendant. Valentina Geiser Is hereof ice, for there is no probability that by notified that n suit In chancery linn lieon
against her In the District Court
anyone will ever live to see an icicle commenced
In iind for the County of Grunt and Territory
is
yet
it interesting of Ni w .Mexico ly suld complainant Godfrey
even half so large,
r to olituln a decree for divorce from
to know that Sir John Herschel, the Gelsi
said defendant upon the ground of abandongreat astronomer, used such an illus- ment on the purtof said
defendant, and that
unless said defendant enter her appearance
tration in one of his articles on the in- in
said suit with the clerk and register of
tensity of the sun's heat. After giving said court on or liefore the first Monday In
A. 1). WX a decree proconfesso
the diameter of the great blazing orb, November
her therein.
and a calculation on the amount of will be entered against
seal W. I. Walton.
Cl.KllK.
heat radiated by each Rquare foot of its AllTHL'H II. Habi.lkb
sol. for Uonipl't,
immense surface, he closed by saying
that if it were possible for an icicle
Notice
forty-fiv- e
miles in diameter and two IjiN LA CORTE
PE DISTRITO del tercer
Distrito Judicial del Territorio de Nuevo
hundred thousand miles long to plunge
Mexico,
por
de Grant.
y
el
Condado
en
into the sun's great burning sea of gas
J
it would be melted away and utterly Godfreyvs.Geiser VNo. 3121 En Cancillería
consumed even to its vapor, in less than Valentina Geiser I
Valentina Geiser es
one second of time. Such an icicle
la dicha demandada un
pleito en cancileste notificada iiie
would contain inore ice than has formed por
lería su ha entablado un su contra, un la
on the rivers and lakes of the United corle de Distrito en y ñor Coudado do
y Territorio de Nuevo Mexico, por
States during the past one hundred Grant
Godfrey Geiser para
el dicho quejante
cover
average
would
the
years; its base
o itener un decreto do divorcio do la dicha
de abandono do
d
por
'mandada,
razón
Missouri country and its length would ella, y
no ser ono vd. la dicho demandada
bo almost sufllcient to reach to the comparesca a defen der clcho pleito ante el
y lieglstrndr do la Corto en o
moon.
do lWk,

ENORMOUS

Mo

HEAT.

Chance of Being Caught.

Judge Andrews, of Georgia, used tc
tell an amusing story of the way in

which he was once '"taken down" by
during a political
When railroads were first put in op- one of his audience
He was a candidate for govaddress.
eration it was predicted that there
of his state and was explaining
would be a great fall in the value of ernor
of people that had assemhorses, a deterioration of horse flesh, to the crowd
him how his friends had
to
hear
bled
and finally that the animals would
pressed him to be a candidate and
soon
become curiosities on
the tao office was seeking him; he was that
not
Of course,
way towards extinction.
sacking the office. "In fact," he exsays the Boston Transcript, everybody
claimed, "the office of governor hat
knows that nothing of the kind hapbeen following me for the last ten
pened. Horses increased in number,
At this point a tall countryThe business the years!"
value and quality.
man at the rear of the audience rose.
railroads developed all along their
"But here's ycr consolation, judge," he
lines occasioned a demand for more and shouted. "You're gainin' on
it all the
better horses. Just at present the time! It'll never catch you!" This
appliand
bicycle
tne
of
the
popularity
cheering prophecy proved to be quite
cation of electricity to transportation correct, in Rpite of the mirth it proare causing some people to repeat .the voked at the time of its utterance.

A

autes del primer lunes do Novembre
un decreto pro confessose dará en su contra.
W.

Scllof

Akthub II. II AHLLKE.
Sol. forCumpl't.

11,

Walton.
Clebk.

FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Range :
Fleming and
vicinity.
Postoffice

:

Silver City,
.

GUADALUPE

BOOT&

SHOE
MAKER.

N.M.

MENDOAZ
REPAIRING NEATLY
ANP
PROMPTLY

DONE.

Prlceg reasonable, and
satisfaction guaranteed.
Shop on Market Street.
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INTELLIGENCE

HORSES.

OF

Many Are of the Opinion That a Horse
Muy Weep.

Do horses weep? is a question discussed by the Admiralty and Horse

It tells us that there
is a.
case of a horse
weeping during the Crimean war. On
the advance to the heights of Alma, a
battery of artillery became exposed to
the fire of a concealed Russian battery,
and in the course of a few minutes it
was nearly destroyed, men and horses
killed and wounded, guns dismounted
and limbers broken; a solitary horse,
which had apparently escaped unhurt,
was observed standing with fixed gaze
upon an object close beside him; this
turned out to be his late master, quite
dead. The poor animal, when a trooper
was dispatched to recover him, was
found with copious tears flowing from
his eyes; and it was only by main force
that he could be dragged away from
the spot, and his unearthly cries to get
back to his master were heartrending.
Apropos of the intense love that cavalry
horses have for music, a correspondent
of the Gazette writes that when the
Sixth dragoons recently changed their
quarters a mare belonging to one of
the troopers was taken so ill as to be
unable to projeed on the journey the
following morning. Two days later
another detachment of the saine regiment, accompanied by the band, nr- rived. The sk'k mare was in a loose
liox, and, making her way through the
shop of a tradesman, took her place in
the troop before she was secured and
brought back to the stable. But the excitement had proved too great, and the
subsequent exhaustion proved fatal
Guards Gazette.

SEPTEMBER 25, 18H5.

THE SUN.

took an unkind view of tne transaction, and lodged a complaint with the
police, with the result that the latter-da- y
philanthropist was placed in safe
s
custody to meditate upou the
of honor in worldly

The first of American Newspapers,

worth-lessnes-

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.
MODIFICATIONS

OF SHEEP.

That Would Not Survive
Man's Extinction.
American Constitution,
The sheep has undergone more modi
tliu American Spirit.
Idea,
of
at
man
any
fications
the hands
than
other animal. All the rest of our and nil the timo, forever.

An

Animal

tlio

American

These first, lust

domestic animals have proved their
80 n year
capacity to rcassume the habits of Dally, by mall
their wild 'ancestors, but no once Dully and Sunday, by mall
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survive him half a dozen years. There
are three chief reasons for this, and all
of them are of peculiar interest.
In the first place, the sheep is, as a
rule, a timid and defenseless animal,
and at the same time is neither swift
nor cunning. It falls an easy prey to
the meanest of the wolf tribe. A single
coyote or a fox terrier dog could destroy a thousand in a few days. Then
it is found that the young lambs and
their mothers require especial care and
nursing. If they do nol get it at the
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clcnts, then, resolves itself into the
Imitation by the moderns in a new
medium of the technique of an old. It
is certain that the ancients could have
performed this feat if they had chosen,
not altogether certain that they would
have chosen. For, to consider those
other points of reproduction and dissemination, the modern master seems
to be in no greater hurry than the ancient to make use of the new facilities.
When such a master does take up the
pen, he handles it to much grander effect than do its devotees.

OF THE MISSISSIPPI..

Every Year the Father of Waten Carrlei
. Down a Square Mile of Land.
The Mississippi has in the course of

ages transported, from the mountains
and high land within its drainage area
sufficient material to make 400,000
square.' miles of new land by filling up
an .estuary which extended from its
original outfall to the Gulf of Mexico
for a length of 500 miles, and in width
from 80 to 40 miles.
This river, says
Longman's Magazine, is still pouring
solid matter into the gulf, wher it is
spread out in a fan-lik- e
shape over a
coast line of 150 miles, and is filling up
at the rate of 802,000,000 tons a year, or
six times as much soil as was removed
in the construction of the Manchester
ship canal, and sufficient to make a
square mile of new land, allowing for
it having to fill up the gulf to a depth
of, 80 yards.
Some idea of the vastness of this
operation may be conceived when the
fact is considered that some of this soil
has to be transported more than 3,000
miles; and that if the whole of it had
to be carried on boats at the lowest
rate at which heavy material is carried
on the inland waters of America, or,
h
say, for
of a penny per ton
per mile over an average of half the
total distance, the cost would be no less
a sum than 338,000,000 a year. Through
the vast delta thus formed the river
winds its way, twisting and turning by
innumerable bends until it extends its
length to nearly 1,200 miles, or more
length
than double the
of the delta, continually eroding the
banks in one place and building up
land in another, occasionally breaking
its way across a narrow neck which
lies between the two extremeties and
filling up the old channel.
one-tent-

point-to-poi-

PEN AND INK DRAWING.
Modern Imitation of the Ancients by a
New Process.
It is easy, of course, to understand
how pen drawing should have come to
be so largely employed and elaborated.
It is a matter of reproduction for illustration. An etching" will not print with

type, nor with a steel engraving. This,
says the London Spectator, led in the
early part of the century to the imitation of steel engravings by wood engravers, who did the business most
skillfully with Immense labor. The
drawings for them were mostly made
In pencil. But photographio process
rendered the intervention of the wood
engraver needless, if the artist made a
pen drawing that would photograph
and process well. A pure technical
difficulty can be overcome by large
numbers of craftsmen; large numbers,
accordingly, have learned to make pen
drawings to supplant wood engravings,
But it should be noted that to do this
is itself a kind of reproductive process.
Few elaborate pen drawings are made
without a studious foundation in some
other material. The pen line must frequently be traced or drawn over the
pencil line, very much like the engraver's tool.
The point about the moderns and an- -
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a Good Likeness.
It is not always easy to recognize the
"gentlemen and ladies of sculpture."
No wonder the old lady In the following story, taken from the Evangelist,
was somewhat In doubt: In the "monument room" of Trinity chureh is a large
marble tablet put up in memory of the
late Bishop Ilobart. It is a
representing the bishop as dying, and
sinking into the arras of an allegorical
&
VbMy intended for
feraBle
angel of death. Years ago an aged
couple from the country were shown
about the church, and when they
reached the tablet they paused long
before it. At last the dear old lady
spoke. "That's a good likeness of the
bishop," she said, "but" hero she regarded the angelic personage attentively "It's a poor one of Mrs. Ilobart. I
knew her well, and she didn't look like
that!"
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